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The Horizon Europe programme accommodates

many ways of participation and application

pathways. The content of this module, however,

has been designed to fit best to Pillar II (Global

challenges and European Industrial

Competitiveness) as joint applications of European

consortia is standard within this cluster. Also, this

focusses on joint efforts to drive collaborative

research, development or innovation activities.

The facilitation of such collaboration is the

declared mission of the Unite4Horizon project.

Nevertheless, the content of this module is also

suitable for other Horizon Europe Clusters,

whenever joint applications of different

organisational entities form(ed) the basis of a

proposal submission.

Module overview

The module will focus on two decisive stages of

your Horizon Europe (HE) application:

i) The first stage considered is the pre-funding

stage. In particular, this module will help you

understand key aspects of partner identification

and selection. It will also provide basic orientation

for what it means to take on the role of project

coordinator. However, this section will not deal

with any aspects related to actual proposal writing

or any other intellectual content dimension of

your HE application. For further guidance on the

latter, we recommend consulting the

Unite4Horizon Module “How to write a winning

proposal for Horizon Europe”. Nevertheless,

partner selection is closely related

to the communication of expectation towards any

potential partner – this necessarily involves

expectations and requirements that are needed

for both, a) submitting a convincing application

with the selected partner(s) and governance

structures of the joint initiative, as well as b)

preparing a functional operational structure for

the case that the project application receives

funding.

ii) The second stage this module covers, focuses

on the kick-off stage of your HE project. As such,

the module will provide guidance for what to pay

attention to when starting operations of the joint

project, especially for the time in between the

funding decision and the actual start of the project

as well as with regards to the first physical partner

meeting (kick-off).

Note: This module addresses organisations (and

responsible staff inside) that aim to set-up a HE

consortium. It is understood that such organization

does not necessarily need to become the lead

applicant or lead partner of the consortium.

However, for the sake of simplicity, the module is

written in a way that it prepares a potential

application coordinator and a lead partner for the

stages above. However, when joining a consortium

as regular partner, the recommendations in this

module may as well be understood as guidance to

check whether you are in good hands in terms of

preparatory and operational coordination work

done by the lead applicant or lead coordinator you

are working with.

What will you learn in this module?

In this module you will learn about …

• key aspects of partner identification and selection

• what it means to take on the role as project coordinator

• what to pay attention to before and when starting the joint project
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Part 1: Pre-Funding stage

Main learnings in pre-funding stage:

• What you need to know when deciding to

become a coordinator… (#coordinators

dilemma).

• What to pay attention to when setting up a

consortium, esp. with regards to partner

identification and selection.

• Why an early exchange inside the consortium is

key to generate a mutual understanding of key

concepts and methodologies already at

proposal writing stage.

• What realistic staff dedication means and why

it is important.

Deciding on Project Coordination (“To be or not to

be”)

What it generally means to be the coordinator of a

joint project.

It is a requirement for every collaboration within

Horizon Europe - but also programmes as

Erasmus+ that also support joint efforts - to select

a qualified project coordinator. The coordinator

can be understood as to have a primus inter pares

role within the consortium. As such, it takes

charge to represent and speak for the consortium

for all project relevant administrative,

organisational, and financial aspects that the

European Commission (EC) requires any

consortium to fulfil (figure x) illustrates the

relation between EC and the consortium). For the

sake of simplicity, we suggest subsuming these

tasks

under “administrative coordination of

consortium”. In order to meet all formal

requirements, the coordinator needs to make sure

that the entire consortium delivers what he/she

needs for that. Such tasks may be collecting

partner mandates, reporting timesheets regularly,

contractual work (partner agreements, IPR

agreements etc), forwarding payments, etc. Thus,

the administration of the consortium has an

external dimension (towards the EC) and an

internal dimension (within the consortium).

However, the coordinator is also usually an

integral part of the intellectual work the

consortium intends to work on jointly. Naturally,

that does not mean that the coordinator needs to

be an expert on all topic areas the collaboration

aims to address. Rather, the coordinator is usually

expected to intellectually guide the consortium

towards the achievement of set goals and

objectives. A pre-requisite for the latter is a deep

and sound understanding of the project rational as

well as of the inner project logics and dynamics.

The coordinator needs to comprehend who has

been assigned to a given task for what reason as

well as to foresee inter-dependencies of tasks,

activities, and results. Only if the former applies,

the coordinator will be able to steer the project

intellectually and keep the consortium on track

with regards to the project development plan. For

the sake of simplicity, we suggest subsuming all

above under “intellectual coordination of

consortium”.

To instruct coordinators on (reporting) duties and

necessities needed for managing their grant

Figure x: Basic structural set-Up of joint project within Horizon Europe. Source: Univations GmbH

How to initiate and manage your Horizon Europe partnerships
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properly, the EC usually invite to the so-called

Coordinators’ Days at the start of new projects.

See relevant info on the latter here.

Coordinating Organization & Coordinator

In the understanding of the European

Commission, projects stick to the organisation

which have been awarded a grant but not

necessarily to the persons within that

organisation. Thus, which organisational entity

takes on the role of the coordinator matters

legally for the EC. Of course, it is always persons

that effectually execute coordination activities

within any given organisation. However, if staff

changes (in the coordination team) occur which

may be success critical for the coordination of a

joint project, it will be up to the consortium or,

specifically to the very organisation, to find a

solution to compensate for “lost” staff and

attached expertise. The mission for the

consortium will not change and must be fulfilled

according to what has been agreed upon within

the grant agreement by the consortium members.

While this logic applies to any entity involved in a

joint project, it is of particular importance to

understand when deciding which person(s) ought

to become the coordinator(s) of the project.

Simply speaking, one may distinguish between the

coordination entity (organisational level) and the

actual coordinator (staff level). This basic

separation has also been captured graphically in

figure x. Ideally, the coordination role is assigned

to an experienced person with expertise in the

relevant topic domains and who will stay with the

organisation that takes the lead role for the

consortium at least and ideally for the entire

project life-time. Staff changes within the

coordinating organisation during the project have

the potential to jeopardize the project

development plan and may induce serious

negative effects on the success of the joint

endeavour. Thus, choosing the coordinator

carefully and wisely but also checking the

designated coordinator closely when asked to

become partner in a joint initiative is

recommended. A good selection of the

coordinator may decide substantially on how

smooth the project will run and, ultimately, if it is

fun to be part of it or not.

Figure x: Basic set-up of any project coordination.

Source: Univations GmbH

Do you really want to become the coordinating

organisation and coordinator?

The duties that come along with the

administrative and intellectual coordination of a

project imply a basic dilemma. Many are just

interested in the intellectual coordination (e.g.,

most higher education research staff) domain but

do not necessarily also want to be charged with

the administrative coordination (or vice versa).

This is sometimes also referred to as the

coordinator’s dilemma. However, both

coordination domains need to be executed

properly by the coordinating organisation and

(normally) cannot be split up between various

organisations. Therefore, it should be carefully

considered how the coordination will be set-up

internally. For larger consortia, it often makes

sense to split up the work as to be dealt with by

designated teams for each domain. For smaller

consortia, both domains may be dealt with by the

same person. Whatever set-up may be chosen,

becoming aware of the existence of these two

domains as well as of what working on them

means in terms of internal coordination (inside

consortium) and external coordination (towards

EC and other relevant entities) efforts certainly

facilities the search for an optimal solution. This is

also true on a personal level, where one needs to

decide whether taking the lead for both domains

fit well with the own preferences and

expectations. If that the latter does not apply,

building an internal solution that accounts for

How to initiate and manage your Horizon Europe partnerships
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those preferences early on and communicate this

set-up to all consortium members openly from the

very scratch will certainly help to base the

collaboration on a strong foundation from the

coordinators side. Such internal solution will most-

likely to be found inside the coordinating

institution. However, alternative solutions inside

the consortium (formal or informal) may also be

appropriate to accommodate such issues that

arise from the coordinator’s dilemma. In any case,

the selected solution should be well reflected in

the managing structure as well as justified

convincingly in the narrative of the project

proposal. If prepared in just time and properly,

this will also help to convince evaluators of your

proposal that a professional and suitable approach

has been chosen to coordinate the collaboration

successfully.

What matters for partner selection (“The

importance of being earnest.”)

How to find the right partners?

It is evident that “good” partners are better to

collaborate with than “bad” partners. However,

how to make such distinction ex-ante (i.e., at

application stage) may be less obvious, especially

for partners one has not worked with so far.

Generally, partner selection may be described as

an activity that underlies a multi-dimensional

decision process. However, before going too much

into detail yet, we suggest making a rough

distinction between:

a) Partners you (or your organisation) have

worked with before

Of course, when looking to fill a given role within a

consortium, the simplest approach is to scan your

professional network for persons or organisations

that seem suitable for that specific role. However,

it is different to involve somebody you know only

from a networking occasion or someone you have

successfully work with in the past. Clearly, it is

always a good option to select a partner you have

had good experiences with before and which you

trust based on this positive collaboration

experience. After all, partner reliability is a key

asset when coordinating multi-stakeholder

projects. However, a partner always needs to fit to

the profile you are looking for. Thus, do not bend

the profile you are seeking to find too much just to

make it fit to an available partner in your network.

If the profiles do not match properly, it will best

for both sides not to go for the involvement. Being

honest with yourself and with the partner

candidate will pay off when you are working on

the project.

Notwithstanding the benefits of recruiting

someone in your closer professional network, do

not underestimate the value of having a

professional distance to stakeholders in your

consortium. Knowing each other well may

certainly facilitate operations but a too close

personal relationship may also make it more

difficult to solve problems professionally in the

case of conflict. At the same time, the coordinator

may need to take on the role of an arbiter when

misunderstandings or conflicts arise inside the

consortium. Such role can only be fulfilled

meaningfully, when other stakeholders trust that

the coordinator is able to take on a neutral

perspective to solve any given internal conflict in a

fair way.

b) Partners you do not know well (on

organisational and personal level)

Sometimes the simplest solution is not the best

solution and picking an organisation or person

outside your network may actually pay off. If there

is no good match inside your network, try to

identify stakeholders outside that seem suitable.

This can be done by asking inside your (closer)

network about potential candidates you may not

know of yet. However, make sure to develop a

certain candidate profile beforehand as to

facilitate the identification of potential matches

for your professional peers. Alternatively, partner

identification may also be done through desk

research, i.e., scanning available partner databases

(see in tools section below) or relevant

publications in the field(s) of interest. Once you

How to initiate and manage your Horizon Europe partnerships
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have identified a suitable candidate, make sure

you are prepared to address this (unknown)

person or organisation appropriately. A good way

to do so is by preparing a briefing presentation on

the envisioned project (vision, development plan,

budget, timeframe, other partners involved, etc.)

and the specific role and budget foreseen for the

candidate. Do not forget that most of the times,

you will only have one good chance to present

yourselves as well as the mission you try to gain

support for. Ultimately, once a good match

outside your current professional network has

been found, this may also enrich your professional

network substantially on the long run. Always

consider that you will be working together

intensively over the course of the entire project

lifetime (which is 2+ years in most occasions) – if

done successfully, this may create valuable

professional bonds for many years and new

initiatives post-project funding.

In any case (inside or outside your network), the

following main determinants may be considered

when looking for a partner:

• Expertise in the topic domain(s) the joint

project focuses on

• Experience in working in multi-stakeholder and

multi-cultural work environment

• Senior level support for the involvement in the

joint project

• Fair level of English as this is key in any

European project

• Strong interest and motivation to collaborate

• on the basis of the joint application

• Identification with the expected role,

commitment to fulfil required tasks with the

given budget at hand (good value-for-money

notion), believing in the overall vision and the

goals of the project

While the above list does not claim to be

exhaustive, it may provide good guidance on key

aspects one should consider when hunting for the

right partner.

Timing of partner identification

Do not underestimate the efforts needed to

identify appropriate candidates. The preparation

of candidate profiles, the actual search for as well

as getting in touch with a potential candidate are

very time-consuming activities. Often, the project

proposal needs to be written simultaneously

which - if not separated staff-wise from the

consortium building tasks - will be burdensome,

esp. for applications of larger consortia within the

Horizon Europe or similar funding schemes. Thus,

although consortium building and proposal writing

both belong to the application stage, they may be

ideally dealt with by different staff that, however,

establishes routines to allow a permanent

exchange with each other (see figure x).

In any case, one should start all activities needed

for building a powerful consortium early enough.

Take enough time to consider who to approach

and how to approach given candidates. Also,

Figure x: Basic activities prior to proposal submission. Source: Univations GmbH

How to initiate and manage your Horizon Europe partnerships
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recruiting candidates may involve formal steps

that take more time than expected to be

completed (e.g., signing mandates by legal

representative within higher education or

registration of new organisation in the EC funding

portal). Finally, proposal writing ideally involves all

stakeholders, at least for the parts of the proposal

where their expected contributions are dealt with.

Thus, early finishing of consortium building will

also facilitate proposal writing. Ultimately, it may

also improve partner commitment as they are able

to tailor their work packages best to their own

expertise. Finally, it opens the door for a better

alignment of all work packages as stakeholders are

given enough time to exchange ideas jointly and

reflect that in a smooth proposal narrative as well

as a sound work plan. This is also true with regards

to key conceptual foundations the joint effort is

built on and for which a coherent understanding

inside the consortium needs to be established.

Evidently, it is beneficial if relevant stakeholders

do not meet for the first-time once funding was

granted. Providing opportunities for an exchange

of ideas and concerns or for peer feedback on

planned activities and results at the stage of

proposal development is certainly an asset and

recommended. This usually leads to a stronger

stakeholder commitment and will most certainly

facilitate working jointly on the execution of the

project plan further down the line.

Pay attention to realistic staff dedication

Any project proposal submitted under the Horizon

Europe programme will ask the consortium to

detail plans for staff dedication of each involved

partner. Of course, selected staff should be

qualified and experienced enough to convince the

proposal evaluators of being capable to carry out

foreseen tasks and activities successfully. While

the latter is evident, it is often the case that staff

mentioned to work for the project at proposal

stage and actual staff working on the project

operationally differ substantially. It is understood

that staff changes are normal within any

organisation. However, too many of such changes,

especially if not due to actual changes of

employment, can have severe implication for the

coordinator. As a matter of fact, the presentation

of a qualified team is relevant for the evaluation of

the project. Thus, if the team working on the

project differs substantially to what was foreseen

(and has been evaluated as part of the funding

decision), the responsible funding agency may

question the set-up of operational staff and seek a

clarification from the coordinator that justifies

these chances. Therefore, try to make sure that

partners are not only mentioning senior level staff

involvement on paper, which will be substituted

by junior level staff later on or – put differently –

ask your partners to assign the staff that most-

likely will also be working on the project later on.

This will also facilitate the work of the coordinator

as you will get a better idea on expected partner

commitment. Ultimately, this will also prevent

misunderstandings inside the consortium that may

stem from differences of (senior level) staff

involvement among the partners. Further, try to

emphasize towards your partners that a high level

of staff continuity is expected. It will be beneficial

for many of aspects of project operations (and

facilitate the coordinators efforts), if a core group

of persons working together stays the same of the

course on the project.

Tip for HEIs

Always consider that your university has an 

established partner network you may want 

to rely on when searching for suitable 

project partners. Such an established 

network may open the relevant doors 

quickly and pave the way for collaboration. 

This is certainly an asset, esp. if you are 

running out of time when looking for a 

missing partner within a larger consortium. 

To add, many higher education institutions 

also have in-house service units that have 

specialized on applications for European 

funding. Look to take advantage of such 

expertise, if available, at an early stage of 

your project application and consortium 

building process.

How to initiate and manage your Horizon Europe partnerships
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Building a Consortium in Horizon Europe – link

(website)

Enspire Science Ltd. is a leading consulting and

training service provider with an expertise in

European Research Funding. Their website

contains a lot of information on European

Funding in general, but also articles that

provide helpful insides and hints for project

application. Check out their blog article on

“Building a Consortium in Horizon Europe –

Don’t Bring Your Friends” to find inspiration for

your application, esp. for finding the right

strategy to pull together a meaningful

consortium.

Erasmus+ Results Platform – link

This database will give you access to

descriptions, results and contact information of

all projects funded under the Erasmus+

programme and some of the projects funded

under its predecessor programmes in the field

of education, training, youth, and sports. You

can find inspiration from the pool of good

management practices and success stories, i.e.,

projects that distinguished themselves in terms

of policy relevance, communication potential,

impact or design. You can type keywords in the

above search box and/or use the advanced

search options to find the project(s) you are

interested in.

European Commission Partner Search Tool –

link

You are looking for a partner but are not able

to identify a suitable one within your existing

European network? In such a case, you may

find the Partner Search tool offered by the

European Commission useful. It lets you search

for organizations or persons based on their

profile or their previous participation in

European Union funded projects. A variety of

Tip for HEIs

a) Did you know that some countries offer 

pre-project financial support for Horizon 

Europe coordinators? Efforts connected to 

consortium building and proposal writing 

can become easily also a financial burden, 

esp. for SME. In fact, these are time 

consuming activities that should not be 

underestimated. Tha is why some countries 

compensate for these efforts already at the 

pre-funding stage. If want to know if such 

financial support is also available in your 

country, we recommend consulting your 

Horizon Europe National Contact point. An 

overview of all National Contact Points for 

Horizon Europe can be found here: 

https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-

tenders/opportunities/portal/screen/suppo

rt/ncp

b) Do you know the Enterprise Europe 

Network (EEN)? The EEN is active world-

wide and provides support for Small and 

Medium-sized Enterprises (SMEs) with 

international ambitions. The Network's aim 

is to help businesses innovate and grow 

internationally. It brings together experts 

from member organisations that are 

renowned for their excellence in business 

support. As such, it may also help you to 

find the right collaboration partner for 

your application. To get support, check out 

who is the local Network contact point of 

EEN within your region and get in touch. 

You can do so by using the search function 

on the EEN website (at the very bottom): 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/about/about

The Network also manages Europe's 

largest online database of business 

opportunities. You can search for business 

or academic partners to manufacture, 

distribute, co-develop and supply your 

products, ideas, and services. Do so here: 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/partners.

How to initiate and manage your Horizon Europe partnerships
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search filters helps to pin-down a stakeholder

that may be relevant for your initiative. A good

overview of all functions of the partner search

tool is presented in the “How To” section of the

EC Funding and Tenders Portal (see tool below).

However, before looking for partners please

make sure to read the topic conditions to

assess the partnership and other eligibility

requirements of a funding call.

Did you know that you can also publish your

partner search request or offer? To do so,

select a specific call on EC Funding and Tenders

Portal and go to “Partner search

announcements”. You will also see requests of

other organizations that are looking for

partners to address the call. This may facilitate

the process of partner finding.

European Commission Partner Search Tool

hints – link

A good overview of all functions of the partner

search tool.

European Commission Smart Specialisation

Platform – link

This tool helps to identify regions inside the EU

with similar profiles in terms of smart

specialization foci.

Smart Specialisation Strategies Platform – link

The S3 Platform provides advice to EU

countries and regions for the design and

implementation of their Smart Specialisation

Strategy (S3). However, the platform may also

be exploited to search for a region with a

specific smart specialization profile. This may

also help you to better find partner inside the

EU as smart specialization profiles normally

reflect the strongest business and research

activities of a region. Access the search

function of the S3 Platform here:

EU Digital Innovation Hubs – link

For projects in the field of digitization, the

overview of Digital Innovation Hubs inside the

EU may also be useful. Access the Digital

Innovation Hubs search function here.

Part 2: Kick-off Stage

Main learnings in kick-off stage

What you need to know when deciding to become

a coordinator… (#coordinators dilemma).

• How to best exploit the time between grant

decision and project start

• Typical steps that help to prepare any project

formally

• Key aspects for installing a collaborative work

environment

• What to consider for the kick-off meeting of

the project?

• Why onboarding procedures for new

consortium staff is relevant (esp. in larger

consortia)

The time between formal notification and project

start (agreements, agreements, agreements)

Once you have submitted your proposal, it will

take time until you will hear again from the

European Commission or responsible funding

agency. That is a good opportunity to take a break

and step away a little from the intensive work that

the proposal submission came along with.

However, once you receive a (positive) notification

from the EC, you should exit this mode and get

busy again. Usually, there is also some period of

time (weeks or even some months) between such

formal notification of the grant decision and the

How to initiate and manage your Horizon Europe partnerships
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operational start of the project. Apart from getting

in touch with the consortium to spread the good

news of grant approval, it is strongly

recommended to seize this time to prepare all

formal or contractual work of the consortium.

Generally, one may distinguish four forms of

agreements or contracts (see also figure 4):

• EC or Funding Agency – Coordinator

agreements (pseudo-bilateral, not optional)

• Coordinator – Partner agreements (bilateral,

optional)

• Partner-Partner / All-to-all agreements

(multilateral, optional)

• Staff level agreements (individual, optional)

Any notification of a positive funding decision will

be followed up by a process which leads to the

signing of a grant agreement. This will form the

legal basis of your funding or project financing.

Usually, the coordinator acts on behalf of the

consortium of which each member has mandated

the coordinator to do so (either already at

application stage or between formal notification

and signing of grant agreement – depending on

the requirements of the funding programme). As

such, agreements between the coordinator and

the EC may be labelled pseudo-bilateral. Often,

such contracts are also officially labelled multi-

beneficiary grant agreements as the coordinating

entity signs on behalf of all consortium members

that are involved in the project (and will receive

financing for it). The signing of the grant

agreement is a mandatory step that falls into the

time period between formal notification and

actual project start.

However, the coordinator may also prepare

agreements for each partner of the consortium.

Such partner agreements are signed bilaterally

(coordinator-partner) by respective legal

representatives of either side (and the coordinator

of either side, if preferred). They detail important

mechanism of the collaboration, as e.g., timing of

payments, conditions for payments (e.g.,

fulfilment of tasks foreseen on application,

deliverance of key reporting documents needed to

prepare progress, interim and final reports, etc.),

transaction of payments (bank account detail).

While the installation of such agreements is not

mandatory, it is certainly recommended as it:

• Helps your partners to prepare the project

internally, esp. with regards to setting it up

financially

• Increases the (legal) security of the

coordinator due to conditions and

regulations agreed upon with each partner

• Increases partner commitment due to the

signing process involving the legal

representatives (as they will usually not sign

an agreement they do not understand)

• “Repeats” key aspect of the grant agreement

and project proposal to which it usually

refers to explicitly (e.g., conditions of

payments to the coordinator from the EC

which need to be fulfilled to allow the

Figure x: Different types of Agreement within collaborative projects. Source: Univations GmbH

How to initiate and manage your Horizon Europe partnerships
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coordinator to forward payments to partners

subsequently)

It will take time to draft a sound partner

agreement. Usually, templates for such

agreements are not delivered by the funding

agency. Further, the signing process may also

stretch depending on how fast such documents

can be processed internally within each partners

bureaucracy. As matter of fact, legal departments

of partners may seek changes or clarifications

which may not be trivial to meet. Therefore, start

to draft a partner agreement early and trigger the

signing process in just time. Take chance to

circulate the draft version of such partner

agreement openly inside your consortium and ask

for feedback until a given (and fair) deadline.

Consider blue-ink and electronic options for

signing (legally binding) and detail exactly each

step of the signing process towards your partners

to avoid confusion (who signs first, how many

original versions, who needs to sign, where to

send the documents to, etc.).

Furthermore, the time in between the period of

formal funding notification and official project

start may also be exploited to prepare other key

agreements the consortium may need to work

together properly. Typically, each consortium

needs to agree on the intellectual property rights

(IPR) of the results coming out of the joint efforts.

Clearly, it is recommended to mutually agree on all

terms of IPR before any result of the project has

been created. Therefore, all consortium members

should define terms that sufficiently deal with IPR

as to settle all interests and concerns of all

partners. The same may be true with regards

authorship claims and publication rules (if

applicable) which may be part of an IPR agreement

or be dealt with by an extra agreement. While it is

recommended to let IPR be signed by the legal

representative of each organisation involved, it

may be sufficient to require the local project

coordinator of each partner (usually also the main

contact for the coordinator) to sign the agreement

on authorship and publication rules (on behalf of

his/her team).

Also, publicly funded projects are usually required

(and should be intrinsically motivated) to

disseminate project activities and results widely.

Such activities often entail sharing of partner

testimonials, the dissemination of pictures/photos

or other alike activity touching personal rights of

involved individuals. Therefore, it is also

recommended to settle such issues by an extra

agreement as to explicitly get the consent of each

involved individual for the planned dissemination

activities. This may be done best by a uniform

agreement that is signed separately by each

individual involved.

Naturally, the necessity for the agreements

referred to above (or any other type of agreement

not referred to) depends on the content of each

joint project. Each coordinator and consortium

need to decide which kind of agreements and

signing procedures are really necessary.

Notwithstanding which agreements are installed,

getting associated work done at the very

beginning of the project (or even before) is

recommended. Once such formalities have been

completed, it will also allow a better concentration

on the core intellectual work for rest of the project

lifetime.

Typical steps that help to prepare any project

formally

Set up a collaborative work environment

Another important aspect one should considered

early in the project is how the collaborative work

environment should be set up. It is quite common

these days, that organisations already work with

cloud storage services and online conference call

tools. However, the variety of services and tools

available to the project is also reflected by what

your partners are used to use. Such plurality can

make it difficult to agree on services and tools

within the partners. Therefore, and from a

coordinator’s perspective, it is certainly

recommended to simply suggest services and tools

the coordinator is employing at his organisation

already. However, it needs to be ensured that all

partners have access (ideally free of charge) to all

How to initiate and manage your Horizon Europe partnerships
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tools and services suggested. Furthermore, always

consider that installation of new tools and

registration for new services may not be trivial for

your partners. Many times, employees rely on

responsible staff from IT departments for the

installation of new software as they are not to

allowed to decide autonomously on the

installation and use of software due to associated

(security) risks. This can further complicate the

process to agree on services and tools in

collaborative projects (esp. in larger consortia). In

any case, brainstorm what tools are essential for

the project and which tools may be considered

optional. Decide on the use of optional tools

jointly with your partners and check if your

selection of mandatory tools is okay for everyone

involved. However, be aware that people always

like to stick to what they are used to working with

already. Thus, keep in mind that expressed

preferences of partners may reflect what is most

easy to cope with for themselves but not always

what may be most beneficial for the entire

consortium. Seize the chance during the kick-off

partner meeting or any group conference call

before to determine jointly which choices make

most sense for all and try to stick to these choices

throughout the entire project life-time (if they

proof to be efficient and needed). It may take time

for some partners to get used to new

environments but eventually everyone will be fine

if the coordinator is in good control of all tools

employed.

Basic digital collaboration mechanisms that need

to be installed inside consortia:

• Online Communication allowing for conference

meetings, exchange of emails, etc.

• Online or cloud storage of documents

Optional tools that may be of use:

• Project Management Software

• Survey tools (e.g., for quality assurance or

evaluation activities)

• Online canvas tools for digital co-creation and

workshop sessions

• Any other software that seems relevant for the

joint efforts (citation programmes, statistical

software, programming tools, …)

• Fast communication through use of groups

functions within smartphone messenger tools

(e.g., Threema, Signal, WhatsApp, etc.)

Suggestions for good collaboration tools can be

found anywhere on the internet as for example

here:

• Best online collaboration tools – link

• Online collaboration tools – link

Visual identity matters

While the actual quality of your results may not be

improved if embedded into a sound visual identity,

they may be become more appealing for your

main target group(s) and other stakeholders

interested in your work. In other words, it is not

only the content of your project that matters but

also how it is presented. This is why a good visual

identity matters for your project (as much as an

understandable project title or cleverly chosen

acronym). As with giving gifts, think about who

you are wrapping it up for so as to tailor your

visual identity best to expected (visual)

preferences of your target groups. Ideally,

determine a suitable partner that is qualified and

experienced enough to take the lead on

dissemination activities, as for example the

development of a visually attractive “brand

identity”, already when pulling together your

consortium.

Keep in mind that you and other consortium

stakeholders may present your project (and

results thereof) numerous times throughout the

project lifetime. Having a ready-to-use brand

identity package and visual identity guideline

partners may rely on when seizing chances to

represent the project on conferences, workshop,

fairs, or any other type networking events will

certainly pay off. Effectively, having all necessary

dissemination materials ready may lower hurdles

for your partners to pro-actively exploit chances to

be present on such occasions. This is also true for

a standard presentation on the fundamentals of

the project that everyone may rely on.

How to initiate and manage your Horizon Europe partnerships
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The selection of the visual identity should be

based on a group decision. It is normal, however,

that preferences will differ (substantially) the

larger the group is. Be prepared to moderate

discussions for such decisions on visual identity

(esp. project logo) diplomatically as well as

incrementally and suggest a fair mechanism for a

majority vote principle inside your consortium.

What to consider for the partner kick of meeting?

The kick-off partner meeting is usually the first

occasion partners get to meet in person on-

location. While it differs from project to project,

whether this is also the first actual meeting of the

involved staff or not, it is certainly key to a

successful start to the project. It may also be

considered a benchmark for all further meetings in

terms of organisation, planning and intellectual

exchange. Therefore, efforts to make this meeting

a full success may be higher (esp. for the

coordinator) as for all other physical meetings that

follow-up.

As done in part 1 of this module, it is

recommended to generally distinguish two

content dimensions to structure the meeting:

• Content relevant for the administrative

coordination of the consortium

• Content relevant for the intellectual

coordination of the consortium

Intellectual Part:

The coordinator needs to be fully knowledgeable

of the project plan described in detail in the

project proposal. The RAID methodology may help

to check whether this is the case (see figure x

below).

The RAID methodology may be employed for all

cornerstones or key activities of the project as to

identify potential risks, underlying assumptions,

unclear or expected issues as well as (inter-

)dependencies among activities, milestones, and

results. This may help any coordinator to

somewhat self-assess the understanding of the

Figure x: RAID Methodology. Source: Univations GmbH
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project mission and associated tasks. At the same

time, it may lead to the identification of

inconsistencies or bottlenecks which may not be

obvious at first sight. Take the chance to outline

these inconsistencies already during the kick-off

meeting and try to find a collaborative solution

with all partners on how to overcome such

inconsistencies when executing the project plan.

Further, make sure that the consortium shares the

same understanding for all fundamentals of the

projects (target group, mission, expected impact,

key concepts). Concepts that are well known to

the coordinator may be new for other partners.

Therefore, it is recommended to reserve time to

explain concepts or terminology of which a

harmonised understanding inside the consortium

is considered key for the project. However, the

best way to check on the latter may be workshop

style formats which lead to the expression of each

partner understanding of key concept and

terminology. At the same time, such activities may

well serve to refresh partner memories as most of

them will usually not dive as deep into the project

proposal as the coordinator does before the kick-

off meeting.

Further, some kick-off meetings are dedicated

exclusively to repeat what is described in the

project proposal for all work packages and the

given associated responsibilities. While revising

core aspects of the project mission does not hurt,

it is recommended to express towards partners

that they need to arrive prepared for the kick-off

meeting. Rather, it is recommended to focus the

partner meeting on detailing what activities and

steps are planned in the weeks and months to

come to make good progress on the execution of

the project plan. These operational details are

usually not described in depth in the project

proposal. At the same, reality is always more

complex than the (theoretical) considerations

inside the proposal narrative. Therefore, instead of

dealing with all aspects of the project superficially,

the consortium will benefit if operational plans for

immediate or soon-to-come actions are set-up by

the responsible partners and thoroughly discussed

inside the group.

Last understanding of key concepts and

terminology, it should be emphasized that not

only the may differ among partners, but also

expectation on what the project shall achieve may

vary substantially. The kick-off meeting is a very

good opportunity to make expectations explicit.

To do so, a workshop exercise that aims to extract

and verbalize partners expectation may serve well

to assess whether they are compatible. If results

show that further efforts are needed to streamline

expectations, then additional group exercises or

discussions addressing this need shall be

scheduled (within partner meeting or follow-up

meeting). Having the same vision and a shared set

of expectations is key for any collaboration that

stretches over time.

Tip for HEIs & SME stakeholders

Higher education institutions have a time

orientation, internal incentives and goals

that are distinct from business

stakeholders. However, this may not be

obvious at first, but contradictions will

most likely show when the complexity and

intensity of a joint project increases.

Ultimately, if not dealt with properly, such

differences may hinder a good

collaboration over time and lead to

misunderstandings. As such, it is

recommended to install internal

mechanisms that raises the consortiums

awareness of existing differences and

understandings. As a matter of fact,

partners need to comprehend each other’s

motivations and constraints if they want to

work together successfully over time. It lies

in the coordinators responsibilities to

facilitate an exchange between the

consortium stakeholders that verbalizes

existing differences explicitly as well as to

develop preventive mitigation strategies

that hinder conflict.

A good overview of different motives of

different stakeholders as well as preventive

countermeasures to avoid conflict within

university-business collaboration has been

put together by the Erasmus+ funded

UniBus Project: http://eunibus.com/wp-

content/uploads/2020/10/IO2-UniBus-

Methodology-FINAL.pdf.

How to initiate and manage your Horizon Europe partnerships
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Administrative Part:

All activities and rules belonging to the

administrative work of the project (contractual

work, reporting requirements, etc.), and which

partners are supposed to comply to, should clearly

be outlined during the kick-off meeting. However,

whether rules and expectations are expressed

towards the same or a different group of people as

for the intellectual part, depends on the size,

structure and, ultimately, staff contribution of

each partner. A rule of thumb may be: The larger

the project, the higher likely and purposefully it

may be that responsibilities will be put onto

several shoulders from each partner involved. One

way or the other, it is of utmost importance that

all partners fully understand all reporting and

other administrative requirements from the very

start. It lies in the responsibility of the coordinator

to brief the rest of the consortium on the latter.

Therefore, the coordinator must make sure to be

fully aware of all necessities attached to the

administrative part of the project. The coordinator

should reflect on unclear issues before the kick-off

meeting and seek clarification from the

responsible funding body in advance. As a matter

of fact, there may also be info meetings organised

by the funding body to instruct coordinators

properly in all reporting and administrative duties.

Such meetings are the ideal environment to get

quick answer for an unclear issue.

Further, fulfilling the reporting duties of large

projects can mean hardship both for the

coordinator and every partner involved. If routines

are not installed efficiently and require too many

resources, this may ultimately also negatively

affect the partner performance on the intellectual

part of the project. To ease administrative

burdens, it is recommended to streamline and

harmonise reporting inside the consortium as

much as possible (e.g., prepare a template for

timesheets that all partners may use, if provision

of timesheets is as requirements for each

beneficiary). While this may require a strong effort

of the coordinator at the start of the project, it will

facilitate the work associated to reporting routines

substantially over time (for the coordinator and

each partner). In any case, reserve enough time

for the administrative part of your kick-off meeting

and prepare content suggestions for agreements

and other fundamentals as much as possible

beforehand as to facilitate decision making of the

consortium. Do not forget that partners also

expect clear guidance from the coordinator with

regards to what they need to contribute to

administer the project well.

The kick-off meeting is also the ideal environment

to decide on meeting routines for the partnership.

Especially, meeting coordination inside large

consortia can become cumbersome or even

frustrating. To prevent the this, the consortium

may well agree on a certain regularity of meetings

that avoids further scheduling (e.g., always having

a conference call on the first Monday of each

month at a certain time). Try to find such solutions

wherever possible and appropriate. The same is

true for in advance planning of (partner) meetings.

Why not schedule all physical meeting in year 1 of

the project already at the stage of the kick-off

meeting? The earlier you start the planning of

meeting, the better you will be able to agree dates

that are suitable for everyone. Try to take

advantage that all relevant staff is present during

the kick-off as this normally facilitate the

coordinative effort needed to agree on key

meeting dates that work for the entire group.

Last, think of installing a routine to let partners

evaluate how the kick-off meeting went. Learnings

coming out of such evaluations may be exploited

to improve the preparation of future meeting and

to better meet your partners expectations. Do not

forgot to circulate a quick (online) evaluation

survey and kindly ask all partners to take some

time to fill it out.

Tip for HEIs

Check for existing template of needed

agreements (partner agreement, IPR,

authorship, etc.) within relevant

departments of your organization (e.g.,

Erasmus+ or International Office) or ask

colleagues of other departments, that have

experience in joint partnerships, for

assistance.

How to initiate and manage your Horizon Europe partnerships
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LinkedIn Blog by Gregor Cerinšek – link

Gregor Cerinšek is an experienced project

manager with a broad understanding of the

challenges and quality & impact assurance

when coordinating European and other

projects. He publishes small blog articles that

are related to his work as project manager and

coordinator of European consortia. Gregor’s

articles are fun to read (e.g., How to Catch a

Turtle in European Projects?) but also provide

inspiration for the operational management of

multi-stakeholder projects. He asks basic

questions (“Does your grandmother

understand your projects?”) and provides an

inside view on what it means to coordinate

European projects (“Challenges of

interdisciplinary collaboration.”) After all,

Gregor makes explicit that you are not alone

with the wide range of challenges that come

along with the work of a project coordinator.

2020 review of the best project managers for

EU-funded projects by LabsExplorer – link

If you do not feel comfortable with EU project

management - or just want to save time for

other tasks - good news is that there are

companies specialised in project management

for EU-funded projects. If you wish to hire one

for the call under the next EU research and

innovation Framework Programme Horizon

Europe, keep in mind to involve it at the very

beginning of the project, even in the project

proposal. Considering the fact that 10% of time

invested in the project is dedicated to project

management tasks, it might be worth checking

the 2020 review of the best project managers

for EU-funded projects listed by LabsExplorer.

The Partnering Toolbook: An essential guide to

cross-sector partnering – link

This guide builds on the experience of those

who have been at the forefront of innovative

partnerships and offers a concise overview of

the essential elements that make for effective

partnering.

Successful Partnerships: A Guide – link

This is guide is meant to serve as a practical

manual for both the practitioners and policy

makers involved in partnerships. It provides

information on very concrete aspects of

partnership work, gathered from those with

experience – both successful and otherwise.

PM2 – Project Management Methodology – link

PM² is a project management methodology

developed by the European Commission. Its

purpose is to enable project managers (PMs) to

deliver solutions and benefits to their

organisations by effectively managing the

entire lifecycle of their projects. PM² has been

created with the needs of European Union

Institutions and projects in mind but is

transferrable to projects in any organisation.

RAID Methodology – link

RAID is a project management technique that

assesses the risks (R), assumptions (A), issues

(I), and dependencies (D) of a project. Check

out a basic introduction here.

Tip for SMEs

Check out networking sessions for

coordinators organized by the Horizon

Europe National Contact Points, the

European Commission or relevant EC

agencies. Asking openly in such forum for

support on contractual affairs will usually

lead to support from other participants or

project coordinator or the organizing

organization themselves.
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Are you an educator?

You can click here to go to the syllabus on page xx.

This syllabus includes suggestions on the delivery

of the module.
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